Joyce Taylor Pledges Estate Gift

Our committed volunteer and friend Barbara Pass died in January of 2018 and she left much of her estate to The Botanic Garden in the form of an endowment. Whenever Barbara volunteered her sister Joyce Taylor (picture at left) was always by her side. Joyce still volunteers for us every week and keeps the greenhouse and succulent collection growing and in shape. To honor Barbara’s memory Joyce has pledged an estate gift that will be added to the Barbara Pass Endowment. Endowment gifts are so important to the long-term viability of the garden and we thank Joyce for making such a valuable pledge in memory of her sister.

Laurie Payne Wins Oklahoma Horticultural Society Award

Our own Laurie Payne was awarded the George J. Vatselak Gold Medal at the Oklahoma Horticultural Society fall meeting. The Vatselak Gold Medal is presented to outstanding members of Oklahoma’s horticultural community and Laurie has been earning that moniker since becoming the first graduate of OSU’s Public Horticulture program in 2001. We know her as our events coordinator, volunteer coordinator, Oklahoma Gardening (OKG) field producer, counselor, public relations specialist, and friend. Congratulations Laurie! Laurie is pictured on the right with OKG host Casey Hentges on the left.

Dr. Ray Campbell Gives Lead Gift for Greenhouse Remodel

When our only remaining greenhouse started showing signs of wear we knew we needed to take drastic action. With help from Ambassadors, students, and staff the greenhouse was completely remodeled this fall and finished just hours before the first cuttings were brought in for the winter. Ray Campbell donated funds for the remodel including space saving “rolling” benches. Ray is a former host of Oklahoma Gardening (among other jobs at OSU), a Friends of The Botanic Garden board member, and forever dedicated to the garden. Thank you Ray!

Ambassadors Recognized

We have a committed group of volunteers we call our Ambassadors and this year we recognized the following for their dedication:

Most Volunteer Hours – Ron Carter who does almost all our mowing including mowing of the arboretum, clocked over 400 hours this year keeping our grass looking great.

TBG Outstanding Service Award – Mary Davey shows her dedication by working in the greenhouse helping to manage propagation and by keeping up with announcements on the garden bulletin board.

5 years: Billie Richardson, Jeneane Campbell, John Mills, and Melanie Olliver
10 years: Ann Mitchell, Anne McMurtry, Charlita Tefft, Eloise Triplett, Lynne Miller, Marvie Rotter, Nancy Usery, and Peter Stroukoff
15 years: Ellie Richardson, Janean Campbell, John Mills, and Melanie Olliver

A Note from the Director

2019 was a busy year but 2020 promises to bring even greater changes! In 2019 construction of the Treewalk Village (phase one) was completed and we remodeled our production greenhouse. We hope to construct phase two of the Treewalk Village this year and to construct a second production greenhouse but the biggest news is that we have plans to construct a paved road and parking lot at TBG. Please see the plan and article inside.

There is so much going on at the garden thanks to the support of many great people. Please visit soon to enjoy all that is happening at TBG.

Sincerely, Lou Anella
The Botanic Garden at OSU has long been recognized as a cultural treasure for the City of Stillwater and the OSU campus. Tens of thousands of visitors enjoy the garden and its programming every year. If one has friends or family visiting from out of town or is interviewing a job candidate and wants to show what a great place Stillwater is to raise a family, inevitably those guests are taken to The Botanic Garden where our quality of life here in Stillwater is shown. Once guests walk through the gardens they are impressed with the quality of displays, the variety of plant material, and the intimate environment created by garden staff, volunteers, and student workers. They are probably not impressed by their approach to the garden! One must drive on poorly maintained gravel roads to enter the garden from the north or park in a gravel parking lot at the south and walk a fair distance to the garden.

Thanks to support from the University Administration, The Botanic Garden at OSU will pave a new entrance road from Highway 51 to the garden and pave gravel roads to enter the garden from the north or park in a gravel parking lot at the south and walk a fair distance to the garden. The paved road will be an enticing and beautiful entrance for all and will give greater access to those with mobility challenges. A paved road and parking lot are so important to the garden’s future success and to making the garden accessible to all. Visitors will be able to enjoy the gardens fully without worrying about how they are going to walk all the way back to their cars and families will know their snacks or diaper bags are nearby. The road and parking lot will usher in a new era for the garden and we can now start dreaming about a visitor center and new programing to help the garden grow.

Please consider supporting The Botanic Garden Road Project! Contact Lou Anella or the OSU Foundation.

We thank you for your support!
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The Botanic Garden at OSU will pave a new entrance road from Highway 51 to the garden and pave a parking lot at the southern edge of the manicured gardens. The paved road will be an enticing and beautiful entrance for all and will give greater access to those with mobility challenges.